1. Overview on the P&P-BL mod for X-UFO brushless motor modification
UFO Doctor, June 20th, 2010 DRAFT
1. Introduction
The X-UFO appeared in 2005 to the market. This fascinating flying object inspired
many hobbyist and professionals to improvements, e.g. to replace the brushed by
BL (brushless) motors. One of the first was Quax with his reports on programming
low cost ESC (Electronic Speed Controller) in the forum http://forum.xufo.net/bb/
The following 4 tutorials will describe the modification of the original X-UFO to BL
step by step. We call it the P&P-BL mod, because Peter (UFO-Doctor) and Paul
(Drakulton) worked many days to find out the easiest way for hobbyist with limited
technical and financial resources.
However, this P&P-BL mod requires still manual skills and a basic understanding of
electrical circuits and programming. Please look at the tutorials and decide at your
own if you like to go into this adventure. No risk no fun!
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Fig. 1. Modified X-UFO (Demo), total 41 gram; 9 gram heavier that original Silverlit
1: Brushless motor; 2: Original Silverlit propeller; 3: Al-Si-Mg clamp;
4: Modified and programmed ESC; 5: New thin PWM cable to main board;
6: ESC connection to BL motor; 7: ESC supply connection to modified X-UFO wing;
8: Strong tape to fix the modified ESC at the wing.
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2. Material and tools for BL-mod
The following stuff is needed for an easy and safe BL-modification:
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Fig. 2. Bill of material and tools (dimensions in mm)
1: Turnigy 2204-14T; 2: SMD pull-up resistor 470Ω; 3: ESC Roxxy 710;
3: Motor assembly material, Al-Si-Mg: 6x2x36, ∅ 6x2, ∅ 12x2, M2x8 flat/pan head;
5: Standard RC Adapter; 6: Heat shrinking tubes: ∅ 1.5, 2, 4 and 15;
7: Solder tin ∅ 0.5; 8: Soldering iron with ∅ 1.3 and 2.5 irons;
9: Solder wick size #1 and #4 (very important, if tin flows between two pins!);
10: ∅ 0.3 cable (outer ∅ 0.5), 7 colors, for ISP adapter and PWM control signals at
each wing (hint: the cable of an old PC-Mouse contains thin colored cables, too!);
11: Removable tape; 12: Flux for soldering; 13: Isopropyl alcohol for cleaning;
14: Isolation varnish to protect electronic circuits against humidity;
15: Strong tape for assembly the ESC to the wings; 16: Sharp cutting pliers;
17: Thin tweezers; 18: Screw drivers; 19: Brush for cleaning; 20: ICP (In Circuit
Programmer) mySmartUSB; 21: Socket for ICP adapter
In addition, the evaluation uC board “myAVR Board” and a 12 V power supply with
current limitation at 0.5A is highly recommended for a safe test-up.
3. Original Silverlit brushed motors
The Silverlit X-UFO is equipped with brushed motors. These motors can be in short
specified as follows:
1. Low cost, low weight, but low efficiency and durability
2. Losses at the brushes increase with actual working time
3. Thrust becomes non-linear to the PWM driving signal, after some minutes of
operation; this means the X-UFO yaws at variable throttle settings.
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4. X-UFO with brushless motors and modified ESC’s
Low cost, low weight brushless motors with a thrust of about 2N can be found on the
market. One of many possibilities is the BL-motor:
- Turnigy 2204-14T 1450 rpm/V
This motor fits to the Silverlit propeller after simple mechanical modifications
But these motors require an ESC (Electronic Speed Controller). A low-cost ESC such
as the Roxxy 710 (recommended by Quax) is designed for RC (Standard Remote
Control) input signals with a pulse repetition frequency of 50 Hz.
However, the flight control signal of an X-UFO is a fast PWM with a repetition
frequency of 1500 Hz. Below this pulse repetition frequency the X-UFO cannot react
fast enough, becomes instable and will finally crash.
Quax wrote a special assembler program for the Roxxy 710 with the name:
- 17a_icp_pwm (obtained by personal communications, thank you very much!)
This is perfect to reprogram an ESC for the 1500 Hz PWM signal of the X-UFO.
5. Modification of the X-UFO for BL
At the wings of the standard X-UFO we see 2 terminals for the brushed motors:
- Red = +12 V (+ battery)
- Black = PWM (from the n-FET’s of the main board)
At 12 and 6’clock the motor connection are crossed over (red to black and black to
red) for clockwise rotation of the propeller, so trust only to the color of wires coming
from the main board! Wrong supply polarity destroys the ESC, so take care!
The ESC needs an additional ground (- battery) cable and the black PWM should
drive the ESC control input.
We propose the following modifications with clear color code:
Original Silverlit cables (ok for 4 A) within the tubes to the wing:
-

+12V (+ battery):
Gnd (- battery):

red
black

New thin (signal) cables inserted into the tubes to the wing by a pilot wire:
-

PWM 12 o’clock:
PWM 6 o’clock:
PWM 9 o’clock:
PWM 3 o’clock:

yellow
green
white
brown
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6. Circuits of the X-UFO with brushed and brushless motors

Original Silverlit with brushed motors
Silverlit main board

Wing tube

wing terminal

12 o'clock and similar 6 o'clock

Brushed motor

red!!
black

PWM
+ Bat 12 V

12,6,9,3 o'clock

+12V

Polarity changed
for clockwise prop
rotation

red

- Bat Gnd
black!!

9 o'clock and similar 3 o'clock

red
+12V

red

PWM

black

+ Bat 12 V

12,6,9,3 o'clock

Polarity for counterclockwise prop
rotation

- Bat Gnd

black

P&P-BL mod for brushless motors
Silverlit main board

Wing tube

wing terminal

mod ESC

BL motor

12 o'clock and similar 6 o'clock
yellow for 12 o'clock
red

black
Gnd

+ Bat 12 V

12,6,9,3 o'clock

Gnd

PWM
+12V
- Bat Gnd

red

R pull up

New Input

black
Pin 12

white
BEC

+12V

red

black

black
red

5V
Reg

yellow for 12 o'clock

9 o'clock and similar 3 o'clock
white for 9 o'clock
red

red
+12V

+ Bat 12 V

12,6,9,3 o'clock

- Bat Gnd

12 6 9 3 o'clock
brown

white

-MB -ML -MR

green

yellow

-MF

+12V

PWM
Gnd

main board

(Verwendungsbereich)

black

red

R pull up

New Input

red

black

Pin 12

white
BEC

Gnd

black
white for 9 o'clock

black

5V
Reg

Notes:
1.) Always bottom view, solder side
2.) Soft/hardware: Quax 17a_icp_pwm with modified ESC Roxxy 710
3.) Convention: 12 o'clock: forward flying direction
4.) Cables for LED's not shown, 3x in wing 12 o'clock, 1x all other wings
(Zul. Abw.)

(Oberfl.)

X-UFO

Maßstab 2:1

(Gewicht)

(Werkstoff, Halbzeug)
(Rohteil-Nr)
(Modell- oder Gesenk-Nr)
Datum
Bearb. 14.06.10
Gepr. 14.06.10
Norm

Name
PAN
PAN

P&P-BL mod
Blatt

1.0
Zust.

Änderung

Datum Name Ursprung

Ersatz für:

Blätter
Ersatz durch:

Fig. 3. Circuit of brushed and brushless X-UFO
Please ask the authors if you have problems with this circuit. A wrong connection will
lead to the funeral of your carefully modified ESC. And if you think you are very
smart: do not test your modified ESC with the non-modified X-UFO with brushed
motors still attached; I have done this at midnight and will still suffer for that!
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